We have performed both theoretical and experimental study of optical response of parent perovskite manganites RMnO3 with a main goal to elucidate nature of clearly visible optical features. Starting with a simple cluster model approach we addressed the both one-center (p-d ) and two-center (d-d ) charge transfer (CT) transitions, their polarization properties, the role played by structural parameters, orbital mixing, and spin degree of freedom. Optical complex dielectric function of single crystalline samples of RMnO3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) was measured by ellipsometric technique at room temperature in the spectral range from 1.0 to 5.0 eV for two light polarizations: E c and E ⊥ c. The comparative analysis of the spectral behavior of ε1 and ε2 is believed to provide a more reliable assignment of spectral features. We have found an overall agreement between experimental spectra and theoretical predictions based on the theory of one-center p-d CT transitions and intersite d-d CT transitions. Our experimental data and theoretical analysis evidence a dual nature of the dielectric gap in nominally stoichiometric matrix of perovskite manganites RMnO3, it is formed by a superposition of forbidden or weak dipole allowed p-d CT transitions and inter-site d-d CT transitions. In fact, the parent perovskite manganites RMnO3 should rather be sorted neither into the CT insulator nor the Mott-Hubbard insulator in the Zaanen, Sawatzky, Allen scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the low-energy optical electron-hole excitations in the insulating transition metal 3d oxides represents one of the most important challenging issues for these strongly correlated systems. All these excitations are especially interesting because they could play a central role in multiband Hubbard models used to describe both the insulating state and the unconventional states developed under electron or hole doping. Because of the matrix element effect the optical response does provide only an indirect information about the density of states. Nevertheless it remains one of the most efficient technique to inspect the electronic structure and energy spectrum.
It is now believed that the most intensive low-energy electron-hole excitations in insulating 3d oxides correspond to the charge transfer (CT) transitions while different phonon-assisted crystal field transitions are generally much weaker. Namely the CT transitions are considered as a likely source of the optical and magnetooptical response of the 3d metal-based oxide compounds in a wide spectral range 1-10 eV, in particular, the fundamental absorption edge. The low-energy dipole-forbidden d-d orbital excitations (or crystal field transitions) are characterized by the oscillator strengths which are smaller by a factor 10 2 − 10 3 than that for the dipole-allowed p-d CT transitions and usually correspond to contributions to the dielectric function ε 2 of the order of 0.001-0.01.
Despite CT transitions are well established concept in the solid state physics, their theoretical treatment remains rather naive and did hardly progress during last decades. Usually it is based on the one-electron approach with some 2p-3d or, at best, 2p→ 3d t 2g , 2p→3d e g CT transitions in 3d oxides. In terms of the Hubbard model, this is a CT transition from the nonbonding oxygen band to the upper Hubbard band. But such a simplified approach to CT states and transitions in many cases appears to be absolutely insufficient and misleading even for qualitatively explaining the observed optical and magnetooptical properties. First, one should generalize the concept of CT transitions taking into account the conventional transition between the lower and upper Hubbard bands which corresponds to an inter-site d-d CT transition (intersite transition across the Mott gap).
Several important problems are hardly addressed in the current analysis of optical spectra, including the relative role of different initial and final orbital states and respective CT channels, strong intra-atomic correlations, effects of strong electron and lattice relaxation for CT states, the transition matrix elements, or transition probabilities, probable change in crystal fields and correlation parameters accompanying the charge transfer.
One of the central issues in the analysis of electronhole excitations is whether low-lying states are comprised of free charge carriers or excitons. A conventional approach implies that if the Coulomb interaction is effectively screened and weak, then the electrons and holes are only weakly bound and move essentially independently as free charge-carriers. However, if the Coulomb interaction between electron and hole is strong, excitons are believed to form, i.e. bound particle-hole pairs with strong correlation of their mutual motion.
Our work was stimulated by the lack of detailed and reliable studies of electron-hole excitations and of a proper understanding of the relative role of p-d and d-d CT transitions in rare-earth perovskite manganites RMnO 3 (R= rare earth or yttrium) to be parent systems for the colossal magnetoresistive 1 and multiferroic 2 materials. Given the complex phase diagram of this class of materials, studies of the nominally stoichiometric parent compound could give an insight into physics governing the doped version of these manganite oxides.
Virtually all the experimental optical data available for manganites are focused on the LaMnO 3 . Except for paper by Kim et al. 3 on the absorption spectroscopy of thin films of RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb), there has been no effort to perform a comparative study of the optical response for different rare-earth perovskite manganites. The optical conductivity spectrum of LaMnO 3 exhibits two broad intensive bands centered around 2.0 and 4-5 eV. [4] [5] [6] [7] However, it has remained unclear just what the nature of the related electron-hole excitations. Some authors 4, 5, 7 assign these both features to the dipole-allowed p-d CT transitions like t 5 E gsublevels separated by a splitting due to a low-symmetry crystalline field. Both interpretations being particularly qualitative suffer from many shortcomings and give rise to many questions concerning the details of the charge transfer states or expected extremely weak intensity for the d-d crystal field transitions. Pronounced temperature rearrangement of the optical spectral weight both for low-and high-energy bands was uncovered by Quijada et al. 9 . These authors were seemingly the first who made a valid conclusion that the dominant contribution to the optical spectral weight of the conductivity peak at 2.0 eV is provided by the CT hopping between nearest-neighbor manganese ions, or inter-site d-d CT transitions.
Until recently main body of the optical data for manganites was obtained by reflectivity measurements followed by a Kramers-Krönig (KK) transformation usually accompanied by a number of unavoidable uncertainties as regards the peak positions and intensities of weak spectral features. It often implies a parasitic contribution due to a deterioration of the sample surface 5 , that can give rise to some ambiguities due to problems with KK transformation. The technique of ellipsometry provides significant advantages over conventional reflection methods in that it is self-normalizing and does not require reference measurements, and optical complex dielectric function ε = ε 1 − iε 2 is obtained directly without a KramersKrönig transformation. The comparative analysis of the spectral behavior of ε 1 and ε 2 is believed to provide a more reliable assignement of spectral features.
First ellipsometric measurements for the single crystalline LaMnO 3 samples were performed by Loshkareva et al. 10 at room temperature and for the spectral range 1.0-5.0 eV. Later on the ellipsometric measurements were performed for an untwinned crystal of LaMnO 3 by Kovaleva et al. 11, 12 in a wide temperature range. The authors have presented a detailed quantitative analysis of the pronounced redistribution of the spectral weight (SW) near the Néel temperature. They concluded that the low-energy optical band around 2 eV consists of three distinct bands all assigned to intersite d-d CT transitions, and that LaMnO 3 is a Mott-Hubbard rather than a charge transfer p-d insulator as argued earlier (see e.g., Refs. 13, 14) . A similar interpretation of spectral features near 2 eV observed in multiferroic TbMnO 3 was reported very recently by Bastjan et al. 15 . Many researchers [11] [12] [13] 16, 17 pointed to a fine sub-peak structure of the low-energy 2 eV band. Early optical transmission spectra of the LaMnO 3 films 16 revealed a fine structure with two features near 1.7 and 2.4 eV, respectively, which were assigned to the Mn
, split by the JT effect. Up to this point, there has been little effort to understand this mysterious subpeak structure. First theoretical cluster model analysis of the p-d CT transitions in the MnO 6 octahedra 14 did predict several low-energy forbidden or relatively weak allowed electro-dipole transitions with an onset at 1.7 eV to be a "precursor" of a strong dipole-allowed p-d CT transition at 4.5-4.7 eV.
Such an ambiguity leaves the question of the nature of the main optical transitions and low-lying electron states in LaMnO 3 far from being resolved. Furthermore, it seems that there is a missing qualitative aspect of the problem that so far escaped identification.
The one-electron band models, including such modern modifications as LDA+U , do not elucidate the matter, first of all since they fail to reproduce important intraatomic correlation effects which form the term structure both for the ground and excited CT configurations.
18,19
In this connection we would like to emphasize the priority of the cluster model of the CT transitions which showed itself to advantage in explaining the optical and magnetooptical spectra of orthoferrites, iron garnets, and a number of dielectric cuprates and manganites (see, e.g., Refs.14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The model is marked by the physical clearness, possibility of detailed account for the electron correlation and the crystal field effects as well.
Our efforts were focused on the theoretical and experimental studies of the low energy CT bands peaked near 2 eV with a particular interest in the fine-structure effects. To this end we first address a theoretical analysis of a large variety of different CT states and CT transitions in the perovskite manganites based on the distorted MnO 6 octahedra being a basic element of their crystalline and electronic structure. Then we present the results of optical ellipsometry for a number of manganites RMnO 3 (R= Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) with a supposedly reduced spectral weight of the d-d CT transitions and a better manifestation of the fine-structure effects.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we shortly address the electronic structure, the energy spectrum of a MnO 6 cluster, and the one-center p-d CT transitions. Two-center d-d CT transitions are considered in Sec. III. The experimental results of ellipsometric optical measurements for perovskite manganites RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we address an extended discussion of experimental data which includes a Lorentzian fitting of dielectric function, and a short overview of electronic structure for parent perovskite manganites as derived from optical data.
II. ONE-CENTER (p-d ) CHARGE TRANSFER TRANSITIONS IN ORTHORHOMBIC MANGANITES
A. Electronic structure of octahedral 3d -metal-oxygen MeO6 centers in perovskites
The electronic states in strongly correlated 3d oxides manifest both significant correlations and dispersional features. The dilemma posed by such a combination is the overwhelming number of configurations which must be considered in treating strong correlations in a truly bulk system. One strategy to deal with this dilemma is to restrict oneself to small clusters, creating model Hamiltonians whose spectra may reasonably well represent the energy and dispersion of the important excitations of the full problem. Naturally, such an approach has a number of principal shortcomings, including the boundary conditions, the breaking of local symmetry of boundary atoms, and so on. Nevertheless, this method provides a clear physical picture of the complex electronic structure and the energy spectrum, as well as the possibility of quantitative modelling. In a certain sense the cluster calculations might provide a better description of the overall electronic structure of insulating 3d oxides than the band structure calculations, mainly due to a better account for correlation effects.
Five Me 3d and eighteen oxygen O 2p atomic orbitals in octahedral MeO 6 complex with the point symmetry group O h form both hybrid Me 3d -O 2p bonding and antibonding e g and t 2g molecular orbitals (MO), and purely oxygen nonbonding a 1g (σ), t 1g (π), t 1u (σ), t 1u (π), t 2u (π) orbitals. Nonbonding t 1u (σ) and t 1u (π) orbitals with the same symmetry are hybridized due to the oxygen-oxygen O 2pπ -O 2pπ transfer. The relative energy position of different nonbonding oxygen orbitals is of primary importance for the spectroscopy of the oxygen-3d -metal charge transfer. This is firstly determined by the bare energy separation ∆ǫ 2pπσ = ǫ 2pπ − ǫ 2pσ between O 2pπ and O 2pσ electrons. Since the O 2pσ orbital points towards the two neighboring positive 3d ions, an electron in this orbital has its energy lowered by the Madelung potential as compared with the O 2pπ orbitals, which are oriented perpendicular to the respective 3d -O-3d axes. Thus, Coulomb arguments favor the positive sign of the π − σ separation ǫ pπ − ǫ pσ which numerical value can be easily estimated in frames of the well-known point charge model, and appears to be of the order of 1.0 eV. In a first approximation, all the γ(π) states t 1g (π), t 1u (π), t 2u (π) have the same energy. However, the O 2pπ-O 2pπ transfer yields the energy correction to bare energies with the 
B. Electric dipole matrix elements
The one-electron electric dipole matrix elements for MeO 6 octahedral center can be written with the aid of Wigner-Eckart theorem 27 as follows (see Ref.
14 for details)
where · · · · · · is the Wigner coefficient for the cubic point group O h , j(Γ) the so-called quasimomentum number, γ u d γ g is the one-electron dipole moment submatrix element. The 3d -2p hybrid structure of the evenparity molecular orbital:γ g µ = N γg (3dγ g µ + λ γg 2pγ g µ) and a more simple form of purely oxygen odd-parity molecular orbital γ u µ ≡ 2pγ u µ both with a symmetry superposition of the ligand O 2p orbitals point to a complex form of the submatrix element in (1) to be a sum of local and nonlocal terms composed of the one-site and two-site (d-p and p-p) integrals, respectively. In the framework of a simple "local" approximation 14 , that implies the full neglect all many-center integrals: Here, λ σ ∼ t pdσ /∆ pd , λ π ∼ t pdπ /∆ pd are ef f ective covalency parameters for e g , t 2g electrons, respectively, d = eR 0 is an elementary dipole moment for the cationanion bond length R 0 . We see, that the "local" approximation results in an additional selection rule: it forbids the σ → π, and π → σ transitions, t 1u (σ) → t 2g , and t 1,2u (π) → e g , respectively, though these are dipoleallowed. In other words, in frames of this approximation only σ-type (t 1u (σ) → e g ) or π-type (t 1,2u (π) → t 2g ) CT transitions are allowed. Hereafter, we make use of the terminology of "strong" and "weak" transitions for the dipole-allowed CT transitions going on the σ − σ, π − π, and π − σ, σ − π channels, respectively. It should be emphasized that the "local" approximation, if non-zero, is believed to provide a leading contribution to transition matrix elements with corrections being of the first order in the cation-anion overlap integral. Moreover, the nonlocal terms are neglected in standard Hubbard-like approaches. In Fig. 2 we do demonstrate the results of numerical calculations of several two-site dipole matrix elements against 3d metal -oxygen separation R MeO . It is clearly seen that given typical cation-anion separations R MeO ≈ 4 a.u. we arrive at values less than 0.1 a.u. even for the largest two-site integral, however, their neglect should be made carefully. Exps. (1), (2) point to likely extremely large dipole matrix elements and oscillator strengths for strong p-d CT transitions, mounting to d ij ∼ eÅ and f ∼ 0.1, respectively.
C. One-center p-d CT transitions in manganites
Now we can apply the model theory to the undoped stoichiometric perovskite manganites RMnO 3 . For our analysis to be more quantitative we make two rather obvious model approximations. First of all, one assumes that for the MnO 9− 6 centers in RMnO 3 as usually for cation-anion octahedra in 3d oxides 20, 25, 29 the nonbonding t 1g (π) oxygen orbital has the highest energy and forms the first electron removal oxygen state. Furthermore, to be definite we assume that the energy spectrum of the non-bonding oxygen states for Mn 3+ O 9− 6 centers in RMnO 3 coincides with that calculated in Ref. 25 for
in isostructural orthoferrite LaFeO 3 , in other words, we have (in eV):
Secondly, we choose for the Racah parameters B and C the numerical values typical for Mn 2+ , 0.12 and 0.41 eV, respectively. The crystal-field parameter Dq = 0.15 eV provides a reasonable explanation of the Mn 2+ spectra in MnO 30 . Furthermore, the photoemission data 31 are believed to confirm the relevance of this value for crystal field splitting parameter in RMnO 3 . This set of parameters is used for the model theoretical simulation of the overall p-d CT band in LaMnO 3 .
14 Firstly, we argue that the lowest in energy spectral feature observed in LaMnO 3 near 1.7 eV (see, e.g. Ref. 6 ) is believed to be related with the onset of the series of the dipole-forbidden p-d CT transitions t 1g (π) → e g , t 2g , rather than with any dd crystal field transition. The energy of this transition was picked out to be a starting point to assign all other p-d CT transitions.
Weak dipole-allowed π − σ CT transitions t 2u (π) − e g and t 1u (π)−e g form more intensive CT bands starting at higher than the preceding series energies, near 2.5 and 3.5 eV, respectively, in accordance with the magnitude of the t 1g (π) − t 2u (π) and t 1g (π) − t 1u (π) separations. Actually, the t 1u (π) − e g transition at 3.5 eV has to be more intensive because the t 1u (π) state is partly hybridized with the t 1u (σ) one, hence this transition borrows a portion of intensity from the strong dipole-allowed t 1u (σ) − e g CT transition.
The latter σ − σ transition forms intensive broad pd CT t g configuration occupies a spectral range from 1.7 up to ∼ 10 eV.
Strong dipole-allowed π − π CT transitions t 2u (π), t 1u (π) − t 2g form two manifolds of equally Fig. 1 ) we should expect the low-energy edge of the dipole-allowed π − π CT band starting from ≈ 4.5 eV (1.7 + 2.0+(t 1g (π) − t 2u (π) separation)). Taking account of strong configuration interaction we should expect the high-energy edge of this band related with the highest in energy 4 T 2g term of the 3d 5 configuration to be situated near ≈ 9.9 eV. In between, in accordance with our scheme of energy levels we predict peaks at 5.2, 5.5, 6.2 (×2), 7.2(×2), 7.9, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.9 eV. The weak dipole-allowed σ − π transitions occupy the high-energy spectral range from 6.7 to 11.1 eV.
Overall, our analysis shows the multi-band structure of the p-d CT optical response in LaMnO 3 with the weak low-energy edge at 1.7 eV, related with the forbidden t 1g (π) − e g transition and a series of intensive bands in the range 4.6 ÷ 10.2 eV starting with a composite peak at ∼ 4.5 ÷ 4.7 eV and closing by a composite peak at 8 ÷ 10 eV both resulting from the superposition of strong dipole-allowed π − π and σ − σ CT transitions.
In conclusion one should emphasize several points. First, the p-d CT excitons can move over the lattice thus forming an excitonic band. Its width would strongly depend on the character of the O 2p hole state. We anticipate rather narrow bands for π − π and π − σ excitons, but rather wide bands for σ − σ and σ − π excitons. It is worth noting that besides the charge transfer the p-d CT transitions in MnO 6 octahedra are characterized by a remarkable effect of the transfer of the spin density and orbital degeneracy from Mn ion to surrounding oxygen ions. In addition, we would like to underline a crucial role of the intra-atomic correlations in forming the optical response in 3d oxides. Indeed, the one-electron energy level scheme (see, Fig. 1 ) points to low-lying 3d t 2g orbital to be a final state for any lower-energy CT transition, while actually the lower-energy CT transitions are related with 3d e g orbital as a final state because of a prevailing gain in the Hund energy.
D. Role of the Jahn-Teller distortions for the Mn
3+ O6 octahedra and the light polarization effects
Orthorhombic manganites RMnO 3 are typical compounds with the 3d -electron orbital ordered ground state where 3d 3x 2 −r 2 -like and 3d 3y 2 −r 2 -like orbitals for e gelectrons are alternately ordered on Mn 3+ sites in the ab plane and are stacked parallel along the c axis below the orbital ordering temperature T JT ∼750-1500 K 32 . Such an orbital ordering is stabilized by the cooperative JahnTeller (JT) effect that lifts the orbital degeneracy of the ground state crystal 5 E term for the octahedral t The e g -electron in the JT-distorted Mn 3+ O 6 octahedral cluster occupies the superposition state
where the orbital mixing angle Θ is determined by the deformations of Mn 3+ O 6 octahedral cluster as follows:
where l x,y,z are the length of the Me-O bonds along the respective local co-ordinates. The unoccupied, or e g -hole state of the same Mn 3+ O 6 octahedral cluster is described by the wave function Ψ e which is orthogonal to Ψ g :
The Jahn-Teller splitting energy is determined as follows: ∆ JT = 2gρ 0 , where g is a vibronic constant,
and l is a mean Mn-O bond length. For rare-earth orthorhombic manganites the Mn-O I bond corresponds to the medium length while two Mn-O II bonds correspond to long and short lengths (see Ref. 32 and Fig. 3 ). Interestingly that if the local z-axis is directed along Mn-O I bond and x-axis along Mn-O II bond with the longest length,
• . In other words, it means that Ψ g ≈ |d x 2 . In the tetragonal limit ((l x − l) ≫ (l z − l) = (l y − l)) the e g level splits to two singlets (|d x 2 and |d y 2 −z 2 , respectively), while the t 1 , t 2 levels split to singlets and doublets (see Fig. 1 ). Thus all the one-center p-d CT transitions t 1,2 → e g from filled nonbonding oxygen orbitals to empty e g orbital, both allowed and forbidden, are believed to reveal a singlet-(quasi)doublet structure. The intensity of weakly dipole allowed t 2u (π) → e g transitions centered near 2.5 eV, can be enhanced due to a t 2u (π) − t 1u (π), t 1u (σ) mixing resulting from the lowsymmetry deformations of MnO 6 octahedra. It should be noted that the probability for the t 1,2 → t 2g transitions does not depend on the orbital mixing angle Θ.
Let address the polarization properties of the main dipole-allowed one-center p-d CT transition t 1u (σ) → e g . To this end we find the dipole transition matrix elements in the local coordinates of MnO 6 octahedron:
and
(8) Hence for spectral weights we obtain the following relation:
Neglecting the tilting of MnO 6 octahedra we arrive at the ratio of spectral weights SW c and SW ab for light polarized c-axis and ab-plane, respectively:
This relation was obtained earlier by Tobe et al. 13 though the authors tried to apply it to explain the 2 eV band polarization properties. Near the expected value of the orbital mixing angles (Θ ≥ 108
• ) SW c /SW ab ≥ 1.5, while the account for the tilting of MnO 6 octahedra is believed to reduce the ratio.
Generally speaking, the CT exciton creation is accompanied by an excitation of lattice modes. Indeed, the electron transfer from O 2p to Mn 3d state, or from an ionic to a covalent configuration such as σ − σ transition 5 E g − 6 A 1g ; 5 T 1u is accompanied by a significant shortening of the equilibrium Mn-O bond length and a remarkable effect of the transfer of orbital degeneracy from Mn ion to surrounding oxygen ions accompanied by a strong change in the electron-lattice coupling. Thus, the incident photon can create a self-trapped exciton which can reemit a photon, returning either to the ground state or to various one-phonon or multiphonon excited states. The exciton-phonon interaction strongly Addressing the temperature dependence of the spectral weight for the p-d CT transitions we will first concern the effects of a magnetic ordering. At first sight for small one-center excitons we have a rather conventional transition with conservation of spin SM S -state and a spin density fluctuation localized inside the MnO 6 cluster. However, the redistribution of the spin density from manganese atom to the oxygen ones after the p-d CT transition switches on a strong ferromagnetic Heisenberg O 2p-Mn 3d exchange that leads to a number of temperature anomalies near the Néel temperature. At first, one has to expect a blue shift effect for the transition energy with the lowering the temperature near and below T N . Indeed, at T>T N , the average molecular field for the MnO 6 center turns into zero while the 3D antiferromagnetic ordering is accompanied by a rise of the exchange molecular fields and respective spin splittings. Due to an order of magnitude bigger value of the O 2p-Mn 3d exchange as compared with the Mn 3d -Mn 3d exchange this is accompanied by an increase of the transition energy with a maximal value of the blue shift as large as several tenths of eV. Additionally, one has to expect a strong (of the same order of magnitude) broadening of the excitonic line with the increase of the temperature due to strong fluctuations of molecular fields. It is worth noting that at variance with the inter-site d-d CT transition the p-d CT transition is not accompanied by strong two-magnon Raman processes, that could be used for its identification.
The temperature dependence of the phonon-assisted p-d CT transitions, such as t 1g (π) → e g , t 2g , normally forbidden by parity considerations, is usually described by the functional form predicted for such a type of process:
where SW (0), the spectral weight at 0 K, embodies the effect of parity mixing introduced by lattice vibrations in the states connected by the transition, andhω p is a phonon energy. Depending on the energy of the active odd-parity phonon mode(s) such a mechanism can provide up to a twofold rise of the spectral weight with the temperature rise from helium to room temperatures. Obviously, this transition borrows a portion of intensity from the nearest in the energy dipole-allowed CT transitions.
It should be noted that equally with the band-structure effects the electron-phonon interaction governs the lineshape and the temperature dependence of all the CT transitions, both dipole-allowed and forbidden ones.
III. TWO-CENTER (d-d ) CT TRANSITIONS IN MANGANITES
A. Simple two-center CT model
For illustration of covalence and correlation effects in a two-center MeO n -MeO n molecular cluster, let first address its simplified version, namely a two-electron twocenter (A-B) system with a single on-site electron state. Let a simple Hubbard-like Hamiltonian
incorporates a spin-independent single-particle transfer (t AB = t BA = t) and the on-site, as well as inter-site Coulomb repulsion. bonding-antibonding basis set
provides a diagonalization of the transfer Hamiltonian, and we have simple symmetrized
two-particle basis set for spin singlets with energies −|t|, 0, +|t|, respectively, and antisymmetrized [Φ + Φ − ] function for a spin triplet. All purely covalent states describe a bond-centered charge ordering and are characterized by the equal mean on-site electron density distribution, definite parity and zero mean dipole moment. At the same time, there are strong charge and dipole moment fluctuations. Depending on the properties of the on-site functions the single-particle bonding Φ + (r) and antibonding Φ − (r) MO-LCAO orbitals not only possess definite parity with regard a center of inversion in the two-center cluster, but resemble simple s-and p-orbitals, respectively. This implies an occurrence of the specific for "covalent" systems mechanism of the allowed electric-dipole transitions with the dipole matrix elements determined only by the AB separation s|d|p = Φ + (r)|d|Φ − (r) = qR AB and observed in the "longitudinal" polarization E R AB . In the opposite case of the purely ionic bonding (U = V = 0; t = 0) we apply a conventional HeitlerLondon approach forming two one-site symmetrized configurations Ψ AA = {φ A φ A } and Ψ BB = {φ B φ B } for spin singlets which energy equals U , and two two-site configurations, described by symmetrized even Ψ AB = {φ A φ B } and antisymmetrized odd Ψ [AB] = [φ A φ B ] functions for spin singlet and triplet, respectively, which energies both equal V . All initial purely ionic states describe a sitecentered charge ordering with a strictly definite on-site electron density distribution. Most interestingly that the Ψ AA and Ψ BB states interact due to a somewhat like an exchange resonance reaction AA ↔ BB with a probability amplitude T AB = Ψ AA |Ĥ|Ψ BB , or an effective two-particle transfer integral. For a pair of identical centers we can compose even-and odd-parity superpositions
(Ψ AA ± Ψ BB ) with S-and P -like behaviour, and the energy splitting due to the two-particle transfer (±T AB ), respectively.
Assuming U > V , and |t| < ∆ = U − V we switch on a weak single-particle inter-center transfer and simulate a weak covalent situation. In frames of spin singlets we obtain three two-electron orbital states (see Fig. 4 ):
Even-parity ground state:
(13) Odd-parity excited state:
Even-parity excited state:
where
Here we ignore the spin-triplet state and ferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange coupling. Even-parity ground state Ψ g GS and odd-parity excited state Ψ u ES are coupled by a dipole-allowed charge transfer transition at the energyhω = ∆+ 
The d-d CT excitons can move over the lattice thus forming an excitonic band. Its width would strongly depend on the character of the electron-hole state. In particular, we anticipate rather wide bands for de g -de g excitons, but rather narrow bands for dt 2g -dt 2g excitons.
B. Classification of two-center (d-d ) CT transitions in manganites
Simple model approach can be easily generalized to describe inter-center charge transfer transitions between two MeO n clusters centered at neighboring sites A and B, which define two-center CT excitons in 3d oxides. These two-center excitons may be addressed as quanta of the disproportionation reaction
with the creation of electron MeO v−1 n and hole MeO v+1 n centers. Depending on the initial and final single particle states all the intersite d-d CT transitions may be classified to the e g − e g , e g − t 2g , t 2g − e g , and t 2g − t 2g ones. For the 3d oxides with 3d cations obeying the Hund rule these can be divided to so-called high-spin (HS) transitions S 1 S 2 S → S 1 ± centers with electron configurations formally related to Mn 4+ and Mn 2+ , respectively. The HS oneparticle d-d CT transition driven by e g − e g transfer can be written as follows: 
that points to its dependence on the structural parameters (see (6) 
) with the energy separations (given a cubic symmetry) 34 :
which do not depend on the crystal field splitting parameter Dq and do scarcely vary from one compound to another that makes the transitions to be important opti- 30 . Spectral weights for the both transitions are determined by t 2g − e g (e g − t 2g ) transfer integrals which are believed to be relatively small as compared with large e g − e g transfer integrals.
C. Two-center CT d-d transitions:Effect of orbital states and Me1-O-Me2 bond geometry
As it is seen from (16), (17) the d-d CT transition probability amplitude is determined by the respective singleparticle transfer integral. These integrals depend both on initial and final states and the Me 1 -O-Me 2 bond geometry. For two octahedral MeO 6 clusters sharing the common oxygen ion we arrive at following expressions for transfer integrals: 35 t 12 (e g 0; e g 0) ≈ t ss + t σσ cos θ; t 12 (e g 0; e g 2) = t 12 (e g 2; e g 0) = t 12 (e g 2; e g 2) = 0;
where the 3d -orbitals e g µ(
(d xz ± id yz ), t 2g 2 = d xy ) are specified in the local co-ordinates for Me 1 O 6 and Me 2 O 6 clusters with z 1 and z 2 axes directed to the common oxygen ion; t ss,σσ,σπ,πσ,ππ are transfer parameters for ss, σσ, σπ, πσ, ππ bonds, respectively; θ is a Me 1 -O-Me 2 bonding angle; D with ω being the Euler angles, specifying the transformation from the local co-ordinates for Me 1 O 6 to that for Me 2 O 6 cluster.
Thus we see that the probability amplitude for the HS Ψ g (1) → Ψ e (2) CT e g → e g transition along c-axis in perovskite manganite RMnO 3 would depend on the crystallographic parameters as follows:
while for the similar transition in the pair of nearest neighboring Mn 3+ O 6 octahedral clusters located in abplane we arrive at
Hence the spectral weight for the inter-site d-d CT transitions may be written as follows:
It is worth noting that the orbital mixing angle dependence (28) The spectral weight for the two-center de g -de g CT transition can be easily related with the kinetic contribution to the e g − e g exchange integral in the Mn 3+ -Mn 3+ pair:
The both expressions do predict a sizeable suppression of the SW ab and SW c in RMnO 3 for the two-center de g -de g CT transition with decreasing the ionic radius of R-ion, if to take into account proper variation of the structural parameters θ, Θ, and ∆ JT ∝ ρ 32 .
D. Two-center CT d-d transitions:Spin dependence and temperature behaviour
After ruling out the roles of the Mn-O-Mn bond angle and the octahedral-site distortion in determining the d-d
CT transition probability, we have to consider whether the spin degree of freedom affect the d-d CT transition.
Interestingly that despite the spinless character of dipole moment operator its matrix on the pair wave functions depends on the spin quantum numbers 
Making use of the normalization relation for 6j-symbols
we arrive at a spin sum rule:
For the partial spectral weight for
where ρ S is the temperature dependent statistical weight of S 1 S 2 S spin multiplet. Taking into account the above expressions for 6j-symbols we see that the temperature dependence of the partial spectral weight
would be determined by a statistical average S(S + 1) = Ŝ2 which, in its turn, relates to the spin-spin correlation function Ŝ 1 ·Ŝ 2 as follows
(37) Thus we should conclude that the partial spectral weight for S 1 S 2 S → S respectively. These expressions allow to obtain easily both the low-temperature (T ≪ T N ) and hightemperature (T ≫ T N , Ŝ i ·Ŝ j → 0) limits for the spin prefactor. Schematically the temperature dependence of the spectral weight for the HS d-d CT transition in ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically ordering Mn 3+ -Mn 3+ pairs (S 1 = 2) is shown in Fig.5 . It should be noted that similar results were obtained earlier by Oleś et al. 33 though from another starting point. In accordance with a spin sum rule (35) the sum of spin prefactors in the right hand sides of the expressions (38) and (39) turns into unity due to an exact compensation of temperature dependent terms with the spin-spin correlation function. In other words, the higher-energy LS bands exhibit a strictly opposite SW evolution with the temperature as compared with HS band, that is varying the temperature we arrive at the SW transfer between the HS-and LS-subbands. In the limit T → 0 the HS band in the antiferromagnetically coupled spin pair or LS band in the ferromagnetically coupled spin pair are freezed out. However, this prohibition is lifted for the HS band in the antiferromagnetically coupled spin pair, if we take account of effective staggered magnetic fields which affect the spin pair in the antiferromagnetic surroundings giving rise to a spin singlet-triplet mixing. Furthermore, the low-temperature SW for the HS band in the antiferromagnet is believed to be a quantitative measure of the Néel state weight in the ground antiferromagnetic state. The ratio of spectral weights SW c and SW ab does weakly depend on the structural parameters such as Θ and θ, in the high-temperature limit (T ≫ T N ) SW c /SW ab ≈ 0.5, while in the low-temperature limit (T ≪ T N ) for antiferromagnetic A-type order this ratio turns into zero. It is important to note that the temperature variation between these two limits is controlled by the nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlation function, which varies smoothly with T, and not by the square of the sublattice magnetization, which of course vanishes above T N . One generally has considerable short-range order above any magnetic-ordering temperature, and for LaMnO 3 with T N = 140 K the ferromagnetic correlations should persist to quite high temperatures and the full difference in the spectral weight of the d-d CT transition between the antiferromagnetic ground state and the paramagnetic state is not saturated by 300 K. In contrast with LaMnO 3 the room temperature seems to correspond quite well to a high-temperature limit (T ≫ T N ) for such manganites as SmMnO 3 and EuMnO 3 with T N ≈ 60 and 50 K, respectively 32 . In other words, the optical measurements could be used to inspect the short-range spin correlations in manganites. It is worth noting that the spinspin correlation function Ŝ i ·Ŝ j for the nearestneighbor spins localized on the i-th and j-th Mn sites governs the effect of phonon renormalization 36 . This effect was examined 36, 37 for all orthorhombic RMnO 3 com-that the spin-dependent part of the spectral weight in the three-site two-hole cluster can be written as follows:
if to take into account that
From this reasoning we may conclude that, in contrast to a clue point of papers by Kovaleva et al. 11, 12 , the both dipole-allowed d-d and p-d CT transtions are equally sensitive to the temperature-dependent spin correlations, only with a different relative change of the optical response through the onset of the magnetic order, relatively large for the former and relatively small for the latter.
IV. ELLIPSOMETRIC STUDY OF OPTICAL RESPONSE OF RMnO3
Theoretical analysis (see preceding section and Refs.11,12) clearly shows that the spectral weight of the HS de g -de g CT transitions is to be sizeably suppressed with decreasing the ionic radius of R-ion and increasing structural distortions that provides an opportunity to a better manifestation and inspection of the relatively weak p-d CT transitions expectedly forming a fine structure of 2 eV band in manganites. Indeed, a marked suppression of the spectral weight for the 2 eV band was observed by Kim et al. 3 in the ab-plane absorption spectra of RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Gd, and Tb) thin films. However, the authors focused on the suppression effect and did not concern the fine structure of the band. We have, on the contrary, studied the optical response of RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, and Eu) with a main interest in the fine structure of 2 eV band and a more comprehensive assignment of different p-d and d-d CT transitions.
The perovskite manganites RMnO 3 crystallize in the orthorhombic structure (space group P bmn), where Mn 3+ O 6 octahedra share corners with Mn
angle varying from ≈ 155 • for LaMnO 3 to ≈ 140
• in the end of the series 32 . The orthorhombic RMnO 3 compounds with large ionic radia from La to Gd are characterized by A-type antiferromagnetic AFM structure. In this structure the Mn moments are ferromagnetically (FM) ordered in the ab planes and antiferromagnetically coupled along the c direction. The Néel temperature T N decreases from 140 K for LaMnO 3 to 40 K for GdMnO 3 32 . With increasing structural distortions, the magnetic structure of RMnO 3 compounds with small ionic radii changes to an incommensurate IC sinusoidal AFM structure (R=Tb, Dy) or to a so-called E-structure (R=Ho, Er).
We have studied the optical response for single crystalline samples of RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) grown by the floating-zone technique described in Ref. 42 . Magnetic properties of these samples are reported in Refs. 43, 44 . As a rule, the as-grown single crystals of RMnO 3 had twins, however, it was possible to choose some samples exhibiting a strong magnetic and optical anisotropy, hence these could be considered as practically untwinned.
The measurements were performed with a home-built automatic ellipsometer on the x-ray oriented single crystalline bulk samples with as-grown polished surface (∼ 3 × 5 mm
2 ) where the angle of incidence was 67
• or 72
• . Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were performed on the surfaces for PrMnO 3 and NdMnO 3 crystals for high-symmetry orientations a and c of the optical axis with respect to the plane of incidence of light and on the ab surfaces for SmMnO 3 
Optical complex dielectric function ε = ε 1 − iε 2 of single crystalline samples of RMnO 3 was studied at room temperature in the spectral range from 0.5 to 5.5 eV. However, our experimental technique had some spectral limitations and provided reliable optical data only in the spectral range 1.5-5 eV of strong absorption. Optical constants, refractive index n and extinction ratio k have been calculated with using relations reported in Ref. 45 . The technique of ellipsometry provides significant advantages over conventional reflection methods in that it is self-normalizing and does not require reference measurements, and optical complex dielectric function ε = ε 1 − iε 2 are obtained directly without a KramersKrönig transformation. The comparative analysis of the spectral behavior of ε 1 and ε 2 is believed to provide a more reliable assignement of spectral features. Fig. 6 shows the ε 1 and ε 2 room temperature spectra of RMnO 3 (R= Nd, Pr, Sm, Eu) for two main light polarizations, E ⊥ c-axis and E c-axis, respectively, together with earlier data for LaMnO 3 10 . The optical spectra of RMnO 3 are interesting in several aspects. First of all, as in many earlier works on LaMnO 3 , we clearly see two intensive and rather broad optical features peaked at around 2 eV and 4.5 eV, respectively. Both the intensity and shape of the high-energy band change weakly inbetween different manganites, whereas the spectral weight of the broad band peaked at 2.0 eV in LaMnO 3 seems by factor 1.5 bigger than in other manganites. This result agrees with the findings by Kim et al.
3 who investigated the ab-plane absorption spectra of RMnO 3 (R=La,Pr,Nd,Gd, and Tb) thin films and observed a drastic suppression of the 2 eV peak with the decrease of the R-ion radii.
The broad 2 eV band exhibits strong anisotropy, it is hardly visible at E c-axis polarization. As expected, our measurements for R=Nd, Pr, Sm, Eu have uncovered many subtle features missed in earlier optical experiments on parent manganites. First, the comparative analysis of the ε 1 and ε 2 spectra (see Fig. 6 ) allows us to unambiguously conclude that the 2 eV feature is composed of a single intensive and rather broad band Photon energy (eV) As regards the high energy spectral feature peaked at around 4.5 eV one should note its hardly visible composite structure with as minimum three rather intensive bands which integral spectral weight for E c-axis polarization seems to be slightly larger than for E ⊥ c-axis polarization.
Our ellipsometric data for RMnO 3 samples (R=Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) agree with that of Kovaleva et al. 11 for LaMnO 3 samples all over the spectral range with a visible discrepancy only below 1.5 eV where ellipsometric technique fails to reliably reproduce the optical response because of a crucial role of the sample morphology, surface roughness, and depolarization effects. Namely these effects rather than intrinsic electronic structure are believed to be responsible for a sizeable scatter of ε 2ab data for different RMnO 3 samples (R=Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) below 1.5 eV. The spectral limitations affect smoothly the results in the low absorption range, but not the positions and the strength of intensive absorption bands. In other words, these limitations are believed not to affect the main result of our paper that is the assignment of p-d In Fig. 6 we have presented the results of a semiquantitative analysis of the spectra in the energy range covered by our experiment based on a dispersion analysis of the complex dielectric function ε, which was fitted by a set of 8 Lorentzian oscillators. To reproduce the tails of the high-energy bands we have introduced an additional optical band peaked at around 8.7 eV (ε ab ) or 8.2 eV (ε c ). It is worth noting, that the Lorentzian fitting should be made with a great care because of several points. First of all, the Lorentzian function is a clear oversimplification for complex line-shapes resulting from an interplay of the electron-lattice interaction and excitonic band effects. Second, it is worth noting the increased uncertainties both of the measurement and, accordingly, of the analysis close to the low-and high-energy cutoffs of our experiment. It should be noted that the results of the Lorentzian fitting for the ε 1 near 2 eV optical feature rather than ε 2 are quite robust to the assumptions related with the transitions beyond the energy range. All the oscillators we made use can be sorted into three groups assigned to: i) an intensive and broad band peaked at 2.2 eV, ii) weak and narrow bands peaked at 1.3, 1.9, 2.3, 2.65 eV, forming a fine structure of 2.2 eV band, and iii) intensive bands peaked at 3.0, 3.9, 4.65, 5.3 eV, forming a broad spectral feature peaked at around 4-5 eV. A proper Lorentzian decomposition is shown in Fig. 6 .
Both the spectral weight, polarization properties, and temperature behavior 9, 11, 12 of the intensive and broad 2 eV band in all the manganites investigated point to its inter-site d-d CT character, or strictly speaking, to the low energy HS e g − e g CT transition. Such a conclusion is strongly supported by proper quantitative estimates 11, 12, 18 . One of the most impressive manifestations of the dd CT origin of the 2 eV band in LaMnO 3 is provided by the resonance Raman spectroscopy 46 . Indeed, the out of phase B 2g (Pbnm system) breathing mode 47 at 611 cm −1 , which strongly modulates the intersite d-d charge transfer, shows a single pronounced resonance at around 2 eV. It is worth noting that the authors 46 found a good agreement between the experimental results and a theory by Allen and Perebeinos 8 based on the FranckCondon mechanism activating multiphonon Raman scattering. However, the assignment of the 2 eV absorption peak to the intra-molecular transition due to the FrankCondon process between the Jahn-Teller split E g levels seems to be questionable because it cannot explain the basic features of 2 eV band such as a rather strong spectral weight with a peculiar temperature dependence (see detailed discussion in Ref. 9 ).
As it is seen from Exp. (29) (22)). Our experimental data unambiguously show that the minimal inter-site CT energy ∆ ≈ 2.2 eV is virtually constant for R= Nd, Pr, Sm, and Eu. Interestingly that the red shift of the band in LaMnO 3 (∆ La = 2.0 eV) is due to a sizeably lower magnitude of the JT energy ǫ JT ∝ T JT (see Ref.32) as compared with other manganites studied (∆ P r,N d,Sm,Eu = 2.2 eV), furthermore, this can provide a sizeable 20% contribution to the spectral weight enhancement, while the effect of Θ and θ variation is restricted by ∼10%. This result agrees with theoretical predictions based on the structural dependence of the SW and also supports the inter-site d-d CT assignment of the 2 eV band.
Lorentzian decomposition of 2 eV feature in RMnO 3 with assignement of all the peaks is shown in Fig.6 . The intensity and energy position of four narrow bands forming the fine structure of 2 eV feature agree surprizingly well with the theoretical predictions made earlier by one of the authors (see Ref.14) for the forbidden t 1g (π) → e g and weakly-allowed t 2u (π) → e g one-center p-d CT transitions splitted by a near tetragonal crystal field. It is worth noting that a close similarity of tetragonal distortions for MnO 6 octahedra in all the manganites under consideration 32 does explain a nearly equal position of relatively weak and narrow bands peaked for all the manganites at 1.3, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7 eV (ε ab ). Weak non-tetragonal distortions of MnO 6 octahedra are seemingly visible for t 1g (π) → e g transition. Indeed, the ab-response is well fitted by two Lorentzians peaked at 1.3 and 1.9 eV, while c-response needs two Lorentzians peaked at 1.3 and 1.7 eV, respectively. It is worth noting that the energy splitting of nonbonding oxygen t 1g (π), t 2u (π) orbitals (≈0.5 and ≈ 0.4 eV, respectively) appears to be slightly smaller than that of e g orbital (∆ JT ≈ 0.7 eV). The relative sharpness of all the weak p-d CT bands agrees with a localized character of nonbonding oxygen O 2pπ orbitals. The most intensive and broad high-energy band modeled by four Lorentzians peaked at 3.0, 3.9, 4.65, and 5.3 eV can be unambiguously assigned to the one-center dipole-allowed p-d CT transitions: t 1u (π) − e g (π − σ), t 2u (π) − t 2g (π − π), t 1u (σ) − e g (σ − σ) transitions, respectively, with a hardly resolved low-symmetry splitting for the most intensive and broad bands. The composite high-energy p-d CT band is markedly revealed by the resonance Raman spectroscopy in LaMnO 3 46 . One observe pronounced resonances at around 4-5 eV both for the A g Jahn-Teller stretching and A g out-of-phase rotation modes of the oxygen octahedra at 496 cm −1 and 284 cm −1 , respectively, and also for the in phase symmetric B 1g stretching mode at 655 cm −1 . Interestingly that the same Raman modes resonate also at around 2 eV that supports our conclusion about the composite dd /p-d structure of the low-energy CT band. It is worth noting that in LaMnO 3 we deal with a near degeneracy of the d-d CT transition and one of the p-d CT transitions at 1.9-2.0 eV. It means a strong coupling/mixing of two types of transitions.
Concluding the subsection we would like to comment an assignment of p-d and d-d CT transitions in LaMnO 3 reported in recent papers by Kovaleva et al 11, 12 . As it is clearly seen in Fig. 6 (see also Figs.8 and 9 in Ref. 12 ) the optical response of LaMnO 3 in contrast to RMnO 3 (R=Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) does not distinctly reveal fine structure effects. Neverthless, the authors 11,12 made use of a Lorentzian decomposition of the complex dielectric response ε b and ε c , measured by ellipsometric technique in the spectral range 1.2-6.0 eV at the temperatures varied between 20 and 300 K. They did consider only one high-energy strongly dipole-allowed p-d CT transition at 4.7 eV, while other optical bands observed at around 2.0, 2.4, 2.7, 3.8, 4.4, 4.6, 5.7 eV were assigned to different HS and LS inter-site d-d CT transitions. The assignment was based on the temperature dependence of the partial and total spectral weights, and a parameterization of the energy spectrum of final d 3 -d 5 configuration. However, the argumentation is believed to be questionable because of several unacceptable assumptions and inconsistencies. First, the authors neglect a number of onecenter p-d CT transitions to be precursors of the most intensive high-energy dipole-allowed p-d CT transitions peaked at around 4.7 eV. As we have shown above these include the low-energy nominally dipole-forbidden, however, phonon-assisted t 1g (π) − e g transition centered at around 1.7 eV, the weak dipole-allowed t 2u (π) − e g transition centered at around 2.5 eV, and a more intensive dipole-allowed t 1u (π) − e g transition centered at around 3.5 eV. All the p-d CT bands are characterized by a size-able temperature dependence of the line-shape and spectral weight, both due to electron-lattice and spin-spin correlations, with a pronounced T-dependent SW transfer between dipole-allowed and dipole-forbidden bands. Third, the authors address three bands at 2.0, 2.4, and 2.7 eV to form a three-subband structure of the 2 eV d-d CT band. However, they cannot explain the origin of this splitting. Nevertheless, their quantitative analysis implies E 1 = 2.0 eV (not 2.4 or 2.7 eV!) to be an energy of the HS d(e g )-d(e g ) CT transition.
From the other hand, the excellent experimental data by Kovaleva et al 11, 12 for LaMnO 3 are beyond all doubt. However, these support our assignment of p-d and d-d CT transitions in perovskite manganites and challenge a detailed analysis of the temperature effects with taking into account a sizeable contribution of the electronphonon coupling, comparable spin-dependent terms in the spectral weight for the both p-d and d-d CT transitions, and coupling/mixing of the both types of CT transitions. ∆ pd 26 . The near degeneracy of the 3d orbitals with nonbonding oxygen states qualitatively differs from that for two hybridized orbitals of the same symmetry, and can result in a number of novel effects, in particular, generated by enhanced electron-lattice coupling with local, or cooperative low-symmetry lattice deformations. In the case of the near-degeneracy of hybridizing 3d and O 2p states the lattice deformation is governed by the active high-symmetry breathing modes.
We should note that in many cases the charge transfer with the lowest energy corresponds to the dipoleforbidden transition with a very weak spectral weight, that hampers its assignment. In general, we should make use of ∆ pd symbol for the smallest of the O 2p-Me 3d charge transfer gaps, and ∆ (σ,π) CT ≥ ∆ pd for the gap revealed in optical response due to strong dipole-allowed σ − σ and π − π charge transfer transitions, respectively. Hence, one might say that the ZSA classification needs in detailization.
As concerns the ZSA classification for perovskite manganites the situation seems to be far from being resolved. The parent compound LaMnO 3 is sorted either into the charge transfer insulator 4, 13 or the MottHubbard insulator 3, 9, 11, 12, 17 . Interestingly, that in the study by Arima et al. 4 LaMnO 3 is addressed to be located in the vicinity of the borderline where the optical gap changes from the Mott gap to the charge transfer gap that implies its dual nature. Our experimental data and theoretical analysis support this conjecture and evidence a dual nature of the dielectric gap in perovskite manganites RMnO 3 , being formed by a superposition of p-d CT transitions and inter-site d-d CT transitions. In fact, the parent perovskite manganites RMnO 3 should rather be sorted neither into the CT insulator nor the Mott-Hubbard insulator in the ZSA scheme.
At present there is no decisive experimental technique that provides the separation of one-and two-center CT excitons and distinction between Mott-Hubbard and CT insulators. It seems, one-dimensional 3d compounds are good candidates for such a study since the light with the electric field E perpendicular to the chain direction does excite only electron-hole pairs sitting on one MeO n cluster. On the other hand, for E parallel to the chain direction, both types of excitons (one-and two-center's) can be observed. Indeed, the polarization-dependent angleresolved EELS study of the 1D cuprate Sr 2 CuO 3 with the corner-shared CuO 4 plaquettes has provided a unique opportunity to separate both the one-and two-center CT excitons and reveal the two-peak nature of the CT gap with the presence of nearly degenerate two types of excitations 23 . In other words, similar to RMnO 3 , insulating cuprates appear to be neither Mott-Hubbard, nor CT insulators, thus falling into intermediate region in which there are strong fluctuations between one-and two-center CT excitons.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a compehensive theoretical and experimental study of optical response of parent perovskite manganites RMnO 3 . Starting with a simple cluster model approach we addressed both the one-center (p-d ) and two-center (d-d ) CT transitions, their polarization properties, the role played by structural parameters, orbital mixing, and spin degree of freedom. Optical complex dielectric function of single crystalline samples of RMnO 3 (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) has been measured by ellipsometric technique at room temperature in the spectral range from 1.0 to 5.0 eV for two light polarizations: E c and E ⊥ c. The comparative analysis of the spectral behavior of ε 1 and ε 2 , particularly for E ⊥ c polarization, is believed to provide a more reliable assignment of spectral features. Our experimental data and theoretical analysis evidence a dual nature of the dielectric gap in these manganites, being formed by a superposition of forbidden t 1g (π) → e g (1.3 and 1.9 eV) or weak dipole allowed t 2u (π) → e g (2.3 and 2.7 eV) p-d CT transitions and inter-site d(e g )-de g ) (2.0 eV in LaMnO 3 and 2.2 eV in other manganites) HS CT transitions, a remarkable observation, which to the best of our knowledge has not been previously reported for these materials. In fact, the parent perovskite manganites RMnO 3 should rather be sorted neither into the CT insulator nor the Mott-Hubbard insulator in the Zaanen, Sawatzky, Allen scheme. We found an overall agreement between experimental spectra and theoretical predictions based on the theory of one-center p-d CT transitions and inter-site dd CT transitions. Spectral features at 3.0 and 3.8 eV are assigned to a weak dipole-allowed t 1u (π) → e g p-d CT transition of the π − σ type with a clearly resolved low-symmetry splitting. Strong dipole-allowed p-d CT transitions t 1u (π) → t 2g and t 1u (σ) → e g of the π − π and σ − σ type, respectively, are observed as the most intensive bands with an unresolved structure at 4.7 and 5.3 eV. Weak low-spin counterparts of the HS d(e g )-de g ) CT transition are seemingly superimposed on these strong p-d CT bands.
We argue that the both dipole-allowed d-d and p-d CT transtions are equally sensitive to the temperaturedependent spin correlations, only with a different relative change of the optical response through the onset of the magnetic order, relatively large for the former and relatively small for the latter.
Finally one should note that some uncertainties and discrepancies observed in optical response of different RMnO 3 samples can be related with a charge transfer instability of perovskite manganites and a trend to a phase separation.
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